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TRANSPOSED TRANSLATION PLANES

D. M. MADURAM

ABSTRACT.   A detailed study of the transposed translation planes which

are also given by dual spreads is made using the matrix representation of

translation planes.

I. Introduction.   Knuth [8] gives a method of constructing a new semi-

field plane from any given semifield plane by transposing its corresponding

cubical array [6, p. 2391, and he asserts the possibility of extending this

construction  to arbitrary quasifields [8, §5.lL   Using the matrix represen-

tation of translation planes [2, §5], we give a proof of the assertion and

establish  the equivalence of transposed translation plane to the translation

plane over the corresponding dual spread [4J.   Bruen [4] discusses the

notion of a dual spread and the relation between the collineation group of

the  translation plane defined, respectively, by a spread and its dual.   What

we do amounts to showing that the notions of a dual spread and of the

transposed plane are equivalent.   Some of what we do is implicit in Bruen;

the correspondences are given in explicit form here.   In particular, we give

an explicit mapping showing an isomorphism between the translation com-

plements of a plane and of its transpose.   (In vector space representation,

the translation complement is the group of collineations fixing the zero

vector.)

II. Known results.

Definition.   A spread 5  of the vector space  V'2     of dimension  2re  over

the Galois field  F = GF(q)  is a set of re-dimensional subspaces, which are

called components such that each nonzero element of V2     belongs to

exactly one component.

Definition.    A spread S    of the vector space   V,     is dual to a spread

S of V,     if there exists a correlation in  V~   , considered as a projective
2t2 In' r     7

space of dimension  2re — 1, which maps each component of the spread 5

onto that of the spread S .

Result 1    [ll, p. 49J.   Any translation plane can be considered as a

plane of the form  P(V,   , S, F) where points are the vectors of  V~     and the
r in r In
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lines are the components of the spread S  and their translates under the group

of translations of V,   .
In

Using the matrix representation of translation planes, we have the follow-

ing well-known result.

Result 2 [ll, p. 5ll.   Any translation plane is isomorphic to a plane of

the form  P(V2  , S, F)  in which the components of the spread S  are given

by the equations  x - 0, y = 0, x = y ~ xTQ, y = xT., where  i = 1, 2, • • • ,

qn - 2  with  \'      = V    + V  , V    = F"  as a vector space and the n x n
' In n n        n r

matrices  T.   satisfy the following property:    T.TT     is either fixed point free

or identity.

It is easy to see that the converse holds.   We can state this precisely

with the following

Definition.   A set of n x n matrices  1/ = TQ, Tj, • •• , T„:   N = q" - 2\

over the field  F = GF(q)  tot any prime power q  forms a matrix representative

set if  T.T~     is either fixed point free or identity.

Resull 3.   There exists a canonical surjection from matrix representative

sets onto translation planes.

Result 1. [3, Lemma 10.ll.   If \T.\ forms a matrix representative set,

then  !F      1  forms again a representative set giving an isomorphic translation

plane.

Translation planes can be studied algebraically also.   With each transla-

tion plane and a choice of coordinate system with   U,   V   on the line at

infinity, we can associate a quasifield.   A quasifield can be constructed

directly from the matrix representative set as follows:

The elements of the quasifield are the elements of  V  .   Addition in the
^ n

quasifield is the ordinary addition of vectors, and multiplication in the

quasifield is given by the rule, 0 • b = b ■ 0 = 0  for  b in   Vn  and for a fixed

e in   V   . eT. ■ b = bT.  for b  in   V    and  T.  in the matrix representative set.
n' 1 i n z *

More precisely, for tf, b 4 0 in V  ,

a ■ b=bT.
1

where  T. is the matrix of the representative set corresponding to the com-

ponent containing the point (e, a).

II.   Transposed translation planes.

Proposition I.    If \T.\ forms a matrix representative set, then  \T':\.

where  t  denotes transposition of a matrix, also forms a representative set.

Prool.   Apply Results 3 and 4.

Proposition 2. If a spread S determines a translation plane with repre-

sentative set \T.}, then its dual spread determines the corresponding trans-

posed translation plane with the representative set \T.}.
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Proof.   Considering the vector space  V2     as a projective space of

dimension  2re - 1, any component of the spread given by the matrix  T.  con-

sists of points represented by the vectors  ix, xT.).

Now consider the correlation in the projective space of dimension

2re - 1  given by

(0      l\
ix. y) —>ix. y)\ 1   = i-y, x)',

\-l     0/

i.e. ix, y) is mapped onto the hyperplane orthogonal to the column vector at

the right.   If a point ip, q) lies in the images of the points  ix, xT.) of a

component, then  ip, q) is orthogonal to  (- xT., x)    for all x.

/-T'A
ip, q)[        '     1 = 0    for all  x,

i.e.  pTl.xl  = qx1  tor all x, i.e.  pT1. = q, i.e. the image of the component

corresponding to the matrix  T.  consists of points of the form ip, pT.)  with

respect to the same basis of  V2   .   Thus the components of the dual spread

with respect to the same basis in  VX     ate given by the transposed matrices

T\.i
If tt is the translation plane associated with a matrix representative

set \T\ as in Result 2, we call the plane associated with the representative

set \TlA the transpose of tt.   We now proceed to consider the relation

between the collineations of any translation plane and those of its transpose.

Proposition 3.    The collineation group fixing the origin of any transla-

tion plane is isomorphic to that of its transpose.

Proof.   Any collineation of a translation plane fixing the origin is given

by a semilinear transformation, say

ix,y)^ix«,ya)r     R)

where    a denotes a field automorphism of the underlying field  F  of the

vector space    V    and A, B, C, D  are re x n  matrices over the field F
1 n

[10, p. 521.

Now any component, with points of the form  ix, xT.), is mapped by the

given collineation onto a component containing the points of the form

ixa. xaT)(A    R) = ixaiA + TaC), xaiB + TaD))

1 \C    Dj

= U xiA + T.C)-liB + T.D)).

But (1) is a collineation of the given plane.   Therefore (4 + TaO~1iB + TaD) is
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again a member of the given representative set if the image component is not the y-

axis.   Otherwise, (A +T O is singular.

In the transposed translation plane, consider the semilinear transforma-

tion given by

<•■»-<—-C X T (,;'>
where denotes the inverse of the transposed matrix.

Let the point (x, xTl.) of the component corresponding to the matrix

T. of the transposed translation plane be mapped onto a point, say  (x, xK").

Then

'   \_i   oJ\c   d)   \i    0/

/a'   c'\
-» (-xK„, x)l \ = (-xaTat, xa)

x     \b'   ia)

=»  (-*/C0A' + xfl', -xKJC1 + xD<) = (-xaFa', xa)
x x i

=* -xaTat = -xK^Al + xB'     and    x"=-xKF' + xD'
I X X

=^ (xKX1 - xDl)Tat = -xF.A' + xB1
X I X

=- xKAA' + C'Ta')-- x(Bl 4 D'Tat)
x 1 i

^ xKe = x((A + TaC)~ \B + TaD)Y.
X l z

Hence

(x, XT1) _ (j?, x((A + FaC)- :(F + TaD))').
z z z

Since  ((A + T. C)~    (S + T.D))    is not dependent on  x and is also the

transpose of a matrix of the representative set as observed from the choice

of the given collineation, we have that each point of a component correspond-

ing to the matrix  T. is mapped onto a point of a fixed component.   Since

T. is arbitrary, the given mapping preserves the components of the trans-

posed translation plane and, thus, acts as a collineation.

Now the mapping from the collineation group fixing the origin of a

translation plane to that of its transpose given by

C:)-(-,:)(:.:)t v)
is an isomorphism.

Corollary 1.    The isomorphism restricted to the collineation subgroups
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fixing the origin and the x-axis takes the form

(c»W    °" ')■\C    D)       \iAC-xD)-1    A~l J

and the isomorphism restricted to the collineation subgroups firing the origin

and the y-axis takes the form

IA    B\        (d'1    iDB-lA)-\

\°     °/\0 A-<      /

Although the translation complement and some special subgroups of a

translation plane and those of the transposed translation plane are respec-

tively isomorphic, there need not be any simple connection between the ways

in which isomorphic subgroups act. Thus ic .) and L „) both fix the y-

axis pointwise and, thus, generate a group which does so. However, in the

transposed plane, the image of one of them fixes the y-axis pointwise and

the other fixes the x-axis pointwise.

Proposition 4.   The right (middle) nucleus of the quasifields of a

given translation plane is isomorphic to the middle (right) nucleus of the

corresponding quasifields of the transposed plane, having the same unit

point (e, e).

Proof.   The right nucleus of the quasifield of the given translation

plane corresponds to the group of ((°°), [0, 0]) homologies which are of the

form  (0 yA.  Now by the isomorphism of Proposition 3, this collineation

subgroup is mapped onto the collineation subgroup of the form

(V?)
in the transposed translation plane, which is precisely the  ((0), [0]) homo-

logies in this plane.   Hence, the right nucleus of the translation plane

corresponds to the middle nucleus of the corresponding quasifield in the

transposed translation plane.   Similarly follows the other result.

Proposition 5.   The transpose of the following classes of planes

belong to the same class (1) Desarguesian planes, (2) nearfield planes, (3)

semifield planes, (4) generalised Hall planes, (5) Luneburg planes, (6) Bol

planes, (7) generalised Andre planes, and (8) C-planes.

Proof.   First three follow from [3, Lemma 11 ] and the fact that  T. —>

T. preserves addition and, anti-isomorphically, matrix multiplication.   The

fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh follow from Proposition 3 together with [7,

Theorem l], [9, Theorem 12.3], [5, Theorem 2.1], and [ll, Theorem 5.3],

respectively.   Finally the eight follows from straightforward computations
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of the transposed inverses of the respective sets of the translation  C-

planes  [10, p. 80].
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